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Abstract: We report the direct microscopic observation of optical energy 
transfer from guided photonic modes in an indium tin oxide (ITO) thin film 
to surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) at the surfaces of a single crystalline 
gold platelet. The photonic and SPP modes appear as an interference pattern 
in the photoelectron emission yield across the surface of the specimen. We 
explore the momentum match between the photonic and SPP modes in 
terms of simple waveguide theory and the three-layer slab model for bound 
SPP modes of thin metal films. We show that because the gold is thin (30-
40 nm), two SPP modes exist and that momentum of the spatially confined 
asymmetric field mode coincides with the dominant mode of the ITO 
waveguide. The results demonstrate that photoemission electron 
microscopy (PEEM) can be an important tool for the observation of 
photonic to SPP interactions in the study of integrated photonic circuits. 
©2013 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (240.6680) Surface plasmons; (240.6675) Surface photoemission and 
photoelectron spectroscopy; (240.0240) Optics at surfaces; (130.0130) Integrated optics. 
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1. Introduction 
Practical application of surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is now well-established in the field 
of molecular sensing with particular success in biosensing [1]. In this arena SPR-tunable 
metal structures (typically gold) are used to detect minute changes in the dielectric 
environment. Applications in other fields are subjects of great interest. For instance, 
propagating surface plasmon waves or surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) can be employed in 
nanophotonic circuits [2]. In comparison to molecular sensing, most research on propagating 
surface plasmons is still at a fundamental level [3]. Questions remain as to the most effective 
shapes for plasmonic antennas [4,5] and conduits [6], better materials for their fabrication 
[7,8], and of the best methods for interfacing photonic and plasmonic components [9]. A key 
to the success of this research is the continuing development of instrumentation and methods 
for visualizing SPPs. 
Near-field distributions of light and SPPs are typically observed by scanning methods 
such as photon scanning tunneling microscopy (PSTM) [10], near-field scanning optical 
microscopy (NSOM) [11], electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [12], and 
cathodoluminescence [13]. Photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM) is a probe-free non-
scanning technique in which the surface of the specimen is illuminated by light, which emits 
electrons from the specimen via the photoelectric effect [14,15]. The electrons are accelerated 
into an electron optical system and ultimately recorded by a CCD camera. As an electron 
microscope, the resolution of PEEM is limited by electron optics. 
Photoelectron yield depends on the target material’s work function, geometry and 
structure, and the strength of the local electric field, which is influenced by topography and 
the superposition of various optical phenomena, including SPPs. Conventional PEEM 
operates in the ultraviolet and x-ray spectral range, whereas SPPs are typically more 
interesting at longer wavelengths. The bridge between PEEM and the study of SPPs was the 
development of inexpensive ultrafast lasers, which make multi-photon or nP-PEEM viable up 
to the near IR. Furthermore, the nonlinearity of nP-PEEM is particularly useful for the study 
of SPPs, bound photonic waves, and other types of strong optical fields [16,17]. Over the 
years, investigators have demonstrated PEEM’s ability to image propagating SPPs on metal 
films [18,19] and localized SPPs on nanoparticles [20], gold triangle antennas [21], fractal 
holey films [22], and gratings [23]. In a recent report we demonstrated that PEEM may be 
used to visualize the bound photonic fields in a thin film waveguide [17], and the surface 
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near-fields in vacuum [24]. The results are qualitatively similar to those obtained by PSTM 
[25] and NSOM [26]. 
Here we report the use of 2P-PEEM to observe energy transfer of light guided by indium 
tin oxide (ITO) thin film to a SPP on a very thin gold platelet. Nanocrystalline gold and silver 
platelets have been suggested as raw materials for the construction of tailor-made plasmonic 
antennae. The platelets can be shaped by, for example, focused ion beam (FIB) milling [27–
29] or nanoskiving [30]. Devices based on the concept of a dielectric waveguide coupled to a 
metal film SPP waveguide have been proposed as possible photonic circuit elements [31–33]. 
In this respect, our configuration can be thought of as a simple photonic interconnect. At the 
wavelength of light used in this study (λ0 = 410 nm), dissipative losses in gold are quite high 
and applications involving SPPs will be necessarily short-ranged. Nonetheless, concepts and 
insights discussed here can be applied to cases where longer wavelengths of light permit 
longer range SPPs. 
In this study we carefully searched for single-crystalline gold platelets with suitable 
thinness for which we could construct a waveguide and test for photonic to SPP wave 
coupling. For this the ITO’s thickness must be carefully considered since it determines the 
properties of the modes carried in the ITO. A SPP mode on the gold platelet must match one 
of the modes of the underlying waveguide for coupling to take place. We will discuss the 
calculation of waveguide and SPP modes and their matching conditions in depth in this paper. 
 
Fig. 1. In the experiment an ultrafast laser beam is coupled into an indium tin oxide (ITO) 
waveguide via diffraction at a slit. The guided photonic wave travels underneath a gold platelet 
where it is channeled into a surface plasmon polariton (SPP). The progress of the photonic 
mode and SPP is observed as interference-based modulation to the photoemission yield. 
Polarization direction (TE or TM) of the incident electric field E indicated. 
In PEEM we direct an ultrafast linearly polarized laser beam onto a groove milled into the 
ITO substrate by FIB. At the groove light scatters into the ITO via diffraction and is guided 
for a short distance until it interacts with a gold platelet located on the surface as shown in 
Fig. 1. In a way similar to the SPR prism coupling method of Kretschmann [34], favorable 
alignment of wave propagation constants permits energy transfer of the photonic mode to a 
SPP mode. The dielectric constant of the ITO increases the momentum of light to the point 
where coupling to a SPP on the metal’s surface is possible via tunneling. Due to factors such 
as the lossy character of the metal and its thinness [35], the resonance line width is broadened 
and there is a narrow spread to the wave numbers that satisfy momentum conservation. The 
highest coupling efficiency occurs where the mismatch δ vanishes in 
 ,x SPPkk δ= +  (1) 
where kx is the horizontal component of the wavenumber of the guided light in the ITO and 
kSPP is the real part of the complex SPP propagation constant β [36]. 
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The SPP-enhanced photoemission yield observed in PEEM can be switched on and off by 
switching the incident laser from p- to s-polarization (TM to TE). PEEM images capture the 
entire wave propagation from groove to platelet as a series of interference fringes produced 
between the incident laser and guided modes. Image analysis centers on the interference 
fringes, from which we obtain the in-plane wave speeds of the modes and compare them to 
analytic solutions. We look for a favorable match between photonic and SPP modes. 
While the modes of a planar photonic waveguide are readily obtained from waveguide 
theory, the theoretical determination of SPP modes is complicated for thin metals. Ordinarily 
a metal/dielectric interface can support a single TM-polarized SPP mode. When the metal is 
thin the modes of the interfaces in close proximity become coupled and their propagation 
constants deviate from isolated mode solutions [37]. The coupled bound ‘supermodes’ that 
arise are the symmetric field mode (sb) and asymmetric field mode (ab). The symmetry refers 
to the transverse fields (Hy and Ez) across the interfaces. Important for the problem of 
waveguide to SPP mode coupling is the energy distribution (given by the Poynting vector as 
shown in Fig. 2). The energy of the sb mode tends to be less confined and favors the vacuum 
layer. As a result its momentum is more like that of a free vacuum mode than a waveguide 
mode. In contrast the energy of the ab mode is concentrated in the ITO. It is therefore the ab 
mode whose momentum has the best chance to match that of a waveguide mode. 
 
Fig. 2. Time-averaged Poynting vector <Sx> of the asymmetric field (ab) and symmetric field 
(sb) SPP modes of a 3-layer slab model comprised of ITO, a 40-nm thick gold platelet, and 
vacuum. Scale normalized such that each SPP wave carries 1 watt per meter along the y-axis, 
with the x-axis being the propagation direction. 
Analytic models for the two SPP modes of three-layer systems were developed in the 80’s 
and 90’s [38–40] and can now readily be solved by modern desktop computers. The 
advantage of using analytic models, rather than commercially available software, is a deeper 
understanding of the compatibility between photonic modes of waveguides and of SPP modes 
of metal films. To illustrate this advantage we present the waveguide and SPP mode solutions 
graphically. In evaluating the solutions for the waveguide and SPP modes, we show that 
energy transfer from the waveguide to the ab SPP is possible due to a coincidence of 
wavenumbers (or the equivalent effective indices). We shall see that the effective index 
neff(ab) = kSPP/k0 = kSPP·c/ω of the ab mode varies strongly with gold thickness. An 
experimental consequence is strong selectivity for gold platelets for thickness such that neff(ab) 
~neff(waveguide). 
2. Experiment 
The gold platelet in the study was selected from a deposition of platelets prepared by 
reduction of chloroauric acid in aniline. The aniline restricts growth on the {111} plane and 
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leads to the production of thin atomically flat single crystals [41]. The gold platelets were 
drop-deposited onto a 15 Ω/☐, 275 ± 15-nm thick [Fig. 3(a)] ITO-coated 0.2-mm borosilicate 
glass coverslip (SPI Supplies, Inc.). The platelets have a wide distribution of shapes, which 
include hexagons, triangles, rods, and quantum dots. The trapezoidal platelet used in the study 
was selected in part for its thinness, which was d = 35 ± 5 nm as best determined from tilted-
view SEM [Fig. 3(b)]. By chance there were two gold quantum dots on top of the platelet, 
which proved to be interesting as they generated localized SPPs. To create an input port to the 
photonic waveguide we used a dual-beam focused ion beam (FEI Co.) to mill a 100-nm wide 
groove perpendicular to the light beam approximately two microns from the gold platelet. To 
minimize contamination of the specimen only the milled area of the groove was exposed to 
the gallium beam. Additionally, the region was prepared for milling and imaged using the 
FIB’s electron beam, which was used at low current and for the shortest possible time. 
The specimen was illuminated by one of two lasers incident at θ = 60° to the surface 
normal: a 15-mW frequency-doubled CW argon ion laser (λ0 = 244 nm) and a 150-mW 
frequency-doubled Ti:sapphire laser (λ0 = 410 nm; FWHM = 5 nm) with pulse width ~80 fs 
and repetition rate of 80 MHz. The laser spot size at the sample was about 50 × 100 μm2. 
Polarization was set with a tunable wave plate. Our homebuilt PEEM is aberration-corrected 
with an electrostatic mirror [42,43]. In best conditions and at high magnification lateral 
resolution of the instrument is 5 nm, but in this experiment the pixel size limit to resolution is 
30 nm in UV and 60 nm in blue. Image exposure times were 30 sec for UV incident light, 6 
min for blue p-polarized light (TM), or 14 min for blue s-polarized light (TE). 
 
Fig. 3. SEM of the substrate and specimen. (a) edge of ITO/glass substrate viewed at 70° from 
surface normal. (b) gold platelet and two gold quantum dots on ITO substrate near the FIB-
milled groove viewed at 55° from the surface normal. 
The photonic modes in the ITO as well as the SPP modes in the gold platelet generate an 
interference pattern with the light of the incident laser. The interference pattern constitutes a 
stationary intensity variation and results in a modulated photoemission (PE) yield. For the 
duration of the exposure, the PE yield Y is the time average of the electric field raised to 2n 
power, where n is the number of photons needed for the photo-excitation of a single electron 
[16,19,44]. For the laser light field E0 and the guided or diffracted field Er, the PE yield from 
the two-dimensional plane (x,y), or equivalently (r, φ), is given as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
0
2
0
0 , , .
t
r
n
Y r E r t E r t dt= +  (2) 
The field Er(r,t) can be of photonic or plasmonic origin. If the two fields are plane waves, the 
functions have the form 
 
( ) ( )
( ) [ ] ( )
0 0 0, exp sin cos ;
, exp / 2 exp ,r rr
E r t E i k r t
E r t E r L i k r t
θ φ ω
ω ζ
= −  
= − − +  
 (3) 
where the wavenumber of light in vacuum is k0 = ω/c and the wavenumber of the guided or 
diffracted wave is kr. For a guided photonic mode, kr = neff k0, where neff is the effective index 
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of the waveguide. For a SPP, kr = kSPP = Re[β], which we can solve for using electromagnetic 
theory and optical constants. The angle of incidence of the laser light in the (x,z) plane is θ. 
The angle φ is the direction of the guided mode relative to the light vector projected on the 
(x,y) surface plane. The angle ζ accounts for a possible phase shift. The important 1/e 
propagation length of the guided wave is L. 
Carrying out the integration in Eq. (2) one finds that the PE yield has a spatially constant 
background contribution given by (E02n + Er2n), and a spatial modulation whose frequency 
depends on the difference of the propagation constants and relative directions of the waves. 
Typically the incident laser field is large compared to that of the second wave (E0>>Er). The 
modulation contrast is then dominated by the term containing E02n-1Er and higher order terms 
containing Er can be neglected. As a result the observed modulation of the PE yield is in 
leading order, proportional to the electric field of the diffracted or guided wave. 
 
Fig. 4. False-color PEEM micrographs of a gold platelet on an ITO thin film waveguide. Color 
scales indicate relative PE yield. (a) Identification key for objects seen in the images. Direction 
of guided light, which enters via the groove indicated. (b) 1-photon PEEM for reference. (c) 2-
photon PEEM with excitation light TM-polarized. Light guided by the film appears as 
interference fringes. Photoelectron emission from the gold flake is enhanced by SPPs produced 
by energy transfer from the waveguide. (d) 2-photon PEEM with the excitation light TE-
polarized. Since the guided TE-polarized light cannot generate SPPs, photoelectron emission 
from the platelet is low. The gold quantum dots are bright due to localized SPP enhancement. 
3. Results 
Single-photon UV 1P-PEEM and two photon 2P-PEEM images of the specimen are arranged 
for comparison in Fig. 4. In the UV, ITO is opaque. The specimen appears in a similar way as 
it would in SEM [Fig. 4(b)]. We see the ITO substrate, FIB-milled groove in the ITO, and 
gold platelet and particles with mostly topographical detail plus some yield modulation due to 
diffraction. In 2P-PEEM the images are very different [Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d)]. The most 
obvious difference is a series of horizontal bands due to interference between the incident 
laser and the guided photonic modes. To emphasize these bands we present the images in 
false-color. The bands appear in both TM and TE polarization, although with differences in 
spacing and phase due to differences in the waveguide modes of each polarization [45]. 
Our focus is the marked difference in the appearance of the gold platelet when illuminated 
by TM- versus TE-polarized blue light. When the incident laser is TM-polarized the gold 
platelet has bright bands across it that appears similar to the fringes on ITO but with a small 
lag in phase [Fig. 4(c)]. Fringes do not appear on the platelet when the laser is TE-polarized 
[Fig. 4(d)]. Furthermore, beyond the platelet the fringes on ITO are sharply diminished in TM 
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polarization while they appear unperturbed in TE polarization [Fig. 5]. These findings are 
consistent with the coupling of a photonic mode in ITO to a SPP mode in the gold platelet. 
Sharply diminished fringes following the platelet suggest that energy lost to a SPP occurs 
with some degree of efficiency. 
 
Fig. 5. Comparison of photoemission yields along recorded along lines across the ITO 
waveguide alone (dashed) and across the ITO waveguide and gold platelet (solid) as indicated 
in (a). (b) When the laser has TM polarization the platelet exhibits strong PE. Beyond the 
platelet PE yield is low. (c) When the laser has TE polarization PE yield from the platelet is 
very low. Beyond the platelet the yield is similar to the basic ITO waveguide. A pixel 
represents 20 × 20 nm2. 
On close inspection of Fig. 4(c), we notice some enhanced photoemission at the border of 
the platelet. This can be caused by the photonic edge diffraction as well as by SPPs excited in 
the complex near-fields that exist in diffraction. In cases reported elsewhere for gold, silver, 
and silicon [19,24] edge-related 2-photon photoemission can be great—possibly many times 
the baseline PE level. The relatively low edge brightness of this platelet might be due to its 
thinness (d~λ/10) or a lack of edge sharpness. In our case, edge effects are small compared to 
the interference fringes. 
We note that the gold quantum dots appear very bright in TE polarization. The appearance 
of brightness is partly relative since PE yield is generally low in the TE case (for ITO, YTM/YTE 
~5). Nonetheless PE yields from the gold nanoparticles are comparable between the two 
polarizations. For the smaller nanoparticle YTM/YTE is about 3. Conversely, for the large 
nanoparticle YTM/YTE is about 0.5. These observations are qualitatively consistent with theories 
for localized SP resonance of metal spheres on a metal surface [46]. As small spheres the 
nanoparticles can be thought of as small dipole antennas paired with induced image charges 
inside the metal substrate. A dipole and its image interact differently to the two types of 
polarizations, with the TE case being most like that of a free particle [47,48]. 
4. Discussion 
The quality of the PEEM images allows a high level of analysis [17]. We can use the 
geometry of the experiment, wavelength of the laser, and spacing of interference fringes on 
ITO to obtain the velocities of the photonic modes. The propagation constants of the photonic 
modes in ITO, kx = k0neff, can be calculated accurately from waveguide theory [45]. Similarly, 
we can calculate the propagation constants of the SPP modes on the gold platelet with the 
three-layer slab models of Burke [38] and others [39,40]. 
4.1. Photonic waveguide modes 
To understand how the interference fringes develop consider two wavefronts of the laser 
incident at angle θ. Referring to Fig. 6(a), the leading wavefront of the laser (w = 0) generates 
a surface wave at point O. The surface wave radiates in all directions in the (x,y) plane with 
velocity v = c/neff. The distance D between constructive interference fringes can be found 
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using the criteria of equal time of flight for the surface wave traveling the path OQ  and the 
light wave on path PQ : 
 0 .
sin cosv
D
c
λ
θ φ−=  (4) 
In the case of the guided wave in ITO, the groove is a line source perpendicular to the plane 
of incidence. When φ = 0 we may simplify Eq. (4) and recast it terms of neff as 
 0 sin .eff D
n λ θ= +  (5) 
The task is then to determine D from the images and find neff using Eq. (5). 
 
Fig. 6. Optical model for interference between a surface wave and incident laser. (a) the first 
laser wavefront generates a surface wave at point O. A second wavefront overtakes the surface 
wave at point Q leading to interference in the photoemission yield. (b) ray-model of a 
waveguide and of the generation of a SPP in a manner similar to the Kretschmann prism 
method. The guided TM wave generates a SPP on gold when the waveguide effective index is 
approximately equal to the SPP propagation constant relative to light, i.e. neff ~Re[β]/k0. 
The ITO film permits two overlapping photonic modes for each polarization. To 
disentangle these two modes, we apply a discrete Fourier transform (the FFT are plotted in 
Fig. 7) and find strong spatial periods of D = 476 ± 13 nm for TE and D = 528 ± 22 nm for 
TM. Using Eq. (5) we find for the effective index in ITO: neff = 1.73 ± 0.03 for TE and 1.64 ± 
0.03 for TM. We will show below that these are the m = 1 modes of the waveguide. We also 
find a lesser m = 0 mode in each case with neff = 2.02 ± 0.07 for TE and 1.94 ± 0.05 for TM. 
 
Fig. 7. FFT periodograms of ITO waveguide yield profiles taken along dashed lines indicated 
in Fig. 5(a) for x>0. The two peaks correspond to the m = 0 and m = 1 waveguide modes. The 
profiles were processed with the Welch window function. 
We can use the amplitudes of the peaks in the FFT power spectrum to estimate the relative 
strengths of the two photonic modes. This will be important when we later consider the 
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photonic to plasmonic coupling efficiencies. Remembering that the modulation in the PE 
yield is proportional to the fields of the guided modes [Eq. (2)], the ratio of the waveguide 
coupling efficiencies 20( / )m rn E E=  is approximately the ratio of the squared amplitudes 
found in the FFTs. For both the TE and TM cases, the yields of m = 1 modes are about 4-5 
times those of m = 0 modes. The ratio of the coupling efficiencies of the modes is therefore 
about twenty, i.e. ηm = 1/ηm = 0 ~20. 
If the thickness d of the ITO film can be measured independently, the effective indices 
may be calculated from waveguide theory. We measured a cross sectional ITO thickness of d 
= 275 ± 15 nm [Fig. 3(a)]. For a thin slab the solutions to the waveguide satisfy, for TM 
polarization [45], 
 
2 2 2 2 2 2
2 1 2 31 1
0 2 2 22 2
1 3
sin sin
cos tan tan
cos cos
[ ] [ ]m mm
m m
n n n n
k n d m n n
n n
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ϕ ϕ
− −
− −
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and for TE polarization, 
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The refractive indices n1, n2, and n3 correspond to the layers of glass, ITO, and vacuum, 
respectively. The angle φμ is the internal angle of reflection for mode m as indicated in Fig. 
6(b), from which neff(m) = n2sinφm. The terms on the right-hand side are the Goos-Hänchen 
phase shifts needed to satisfy the internal ray path distance and phase matching boundary 
conditions. As an analogue to the forthcoming method used to solve for SPP modes, we solve 
Eqs. (6) and (7) graphically as shown in Fig. 8(a). We find good agreement with the FFT 
results for the m = 1 modes equal to neff = 1.77 ± 0.03 for TE and 1.67 ± 0.04 for TM. The 
lesser m = 0 modes, neff = 2.01 ± 0.01 for TE and 1.99 ± 0.01 for TM, are consistent as well. 
The corresponding internal angles for the m = 1 modes are φ1 = 58° and 53°, for TE and TM 
respectively. Interestingly, these angles are not very different from the incident angle. 
Evidently the complicated edge diffraction at the groove’s edge favors the mode with the 
smallest deflection angle [49]. We can explore hypothetical ITO waveguides by solving Eq. 
(6) over a range of film thicknesses as we have done in Fig. 8(b). From this plot we see that 
the effective indices of the available ITO modes are strongly dependent on film thickness. 
 
Fig. 8. Vacuum/ITO/glass slab waveguide solutions. (a) Geometrical method of solution of 
Eqs. (6) and (7) for modes of an ITO film of thickness 275 nm. LHS in dashed lines and RHS 
in solid lines. (b) Effective indices of TM waveguide modes as a function ITO thickness. The 
film used in the study indicated by the vertical bar. The upper limit for SPPs [from Fig. 10(b)] 
suggests that the TM0 mode of the present ITO waveguide is not available for plasmonic 
coupling. 
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4.2. Surface plasmon polariton modes 
We now turn to the SPPs. A simplistic approach is to use the well-known [50] single-interface 
solution for a SPP where its complex propagation constant β is 
 1 20
1 2
.kβ =
+
 
   (8) 
The dielectric constant of the insulating layer is ϵ1 and complex dielectric constant of the 
metal is ϵ2. The SPP wavenumber kSPP and its characteristic propagation length LSPP follow 
from β 
 ( ) 1
Re[ ];
I2 [ .m ]
SPP
SPP
k
L
β
β −
=
=
 (9) 
In the present case, we can profit by a more advanced treatment. Because the gold is very thin 
(d = 35 ± 5 nm), the non-leaky bound SPP modes of each side of the metal superimpose to 
form the coupled symmetric (sb) and asymmetric (ab) ‘supermodes’ mentioned above. From a 
practical stand point, these two supermodes differ in three important ways: range, 
confinement, and momentum. Near a certain limiting cutoff thickness the sb solution can have 
a range much greater than the bulk mode (tens of microns or more). For this reason the sb 
mode is often called the long-range mode. The sb mode generally has low spatial confinement 
with fields that extend far into the boundary dielectric layers [Fig. 2]. As a result the sb mode 
has high velocity and hence low neff, which makes for a poor match to waveguide modes. In 
contrast, the ab mode is more spatially confined, not limited by thickness, shorter ranged, and 
more importantly, has generally high neff, which is more suitable to waveguide coupling. In 
our configuration, the wavenumbers of the two modes deviate from the single-mode solutions 
of the simple vacuum/gold and gold/ITO interfaces for gold thicknesses less than ~80 nm. 
 
Fig. 9. Graphical method of solution of Eq. (10) for the SPP supermodes of a three-layer slab 
model of vacuum/gold/ITO. In complex space we plot the propagation constants β that 
independently satisfy the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (10), which are shown as solid and 
dashed lines, respectively. Complete solutions exist where real and imaginary lines intersect. 
There are generally two solutions for each gold thickness d, which correspond to the sb and ab 
modes. Solutions for five gold film thicknesses shown: (1) 25 nm, (2) 30 nm, (3) 35 nm, (4), 40 
nm, and (5) 45 nm. 
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To calculate the propagation constants of the supermodes we first make the simplification 
of ignoring the finite horizontal dimensions of the platelet, which would contribute additional 
fine structure to the solutions [51]. Continuity of the tangential components of the electric 
fields at the interfaces demands that the complex propagation constants β satisfy [38,40] 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )
1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2
2
1 2 2 1 2 3 3 2
exp 2 0,d
α α α α
α
α α α α
+ +
− + =
− −
   
     (10) 
where the coefficients αs for each layer s are 
 2 20 .ss kα β= −   (11) 
This formalism assumes that for the two dielectric layers ϵ1≥ϵ3. Solution of Eq. (10) can be 
accomplished numerically or graphically by solving for the real and imaginary parts 
separately [Fig. 9]. Except for very thin films, where d<cutoff thickness and the sb mode 
disappears, β has two physically meaningful solutions corresponding to the sb and ab modes. 
For comparison with experiment we consider the asymmetric three-layer model of gold 
(ϵ2) sandwiched between ITO (ϵ1) and vacuum (ϵ3). ITO is a comparatively poor conductor 
with a surface plasmon resonance in the infrared region at 0.8 eV [52]. At optical frequencies 
we can treat it as a pure dielectric with ϵ1 = 4.4 at λ0 = 410 nm [53]. For gold we use Johnson 
and Christy’s optical data [54]. At λ0 = 410 nm, ϵ2 = −1.69 + 5.72i. 
In Fig. 10 we plot the propagation constants obtained from Eq. (10) together with the 
photonic modes obtained previously. We find that the effective index of the SPP, Re[β]/k0, 
strongly varies in the region of the gold platelet’s thickness (30 nm ≤ d ≤ 40 nm). Most 
importantly we find an intersection between the ab mode and m = 1 photonic mode at d~40 
nm (kx = kspp = 1.7k0). Here the coupling mismatch δ would be zero and photonic to SPP 
mode conversion would be the most efficient. The momentum match for the sb mode is never 
very close to either photonic mode. We also note that this region contains the minimum of the 
sb mode’s propagation distance and throughout the range LSPP < 200 nm [Fig. 10(b)]. This is 
considerably less than the propagation length calculated in a simple two-layer model, i.e., LSPP 
= 380 nm. The propagation distance of the ab mode is shorter still at LSPP ~40 nm. 
 
Fig. 10. SPP supermodes for gold thickness d calculated from the three-layer slab model of 
vacuum/gold/ITO at λ0 = 410 nm. (a) propagation distance of the SPP supermodes. (b) 
effective index of the symmetric sb and asymmetric ab modes plotted with the TM photonic 
modes of the ITO waveguide. The vertical bar indicates the estimated thickness range of the 
gold platelet. The waveguide TM1 mode coincides with the ab mode at d ~40 nm. 
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For efficient transfer of energy between modes, the difference δ between propagation 
constants kx and kSPP should be small [Eq. (1)]. In the SPR prism analogue, coupling 
efficiency falls dramatically when δ is more than a percent or two of kSPP [35]. Referring to 
the PEEM image and intensity profiles [Figs. 4 and 5], we note two important features. The 
observed PE yield enhancement due to the SPP is significant. Therefore δ is small. But we 
also observe significant PE enhancement across the 1-μm platelet, which is much longer than 
the mode propagation lengths. Therefore energy transfer is not optimal, meaning δ is probably 
small but nonzero. With these points in mind, we can rule out the weak m = 0 photonic mode, 
for even in the best case, δ~0.3k0. We can also rule out the sb mode, for which δ >0.5k0. By 
this process of elimination, we conclude that energy transfer occurs between the m = 1 TM 
mode and ab SPP mode and that the gold platelet is nearly 40 nm thick. 
If we return to Fig. 8(b), we see that we need to carefully consider both the thickness of 
the gold and the ITO in order to ensure that a suitable ITO mode is available for coupling to a 
SPP mode. In the present case, only the ITO TM1 mode can couple to a SPP mode, and the 
SPP mode must be the ab mode. For this combination, however, the matching is excellent. 
We must still explain why we see enhanced PE across the 1-μm length of the platelet. A 
coupling efficiency of just 2-3% per 40 nm of distance (equal to LSPP) is sufficient to reduce a 
photonic mode by more than 90% over 1 μm as observed. This in turn results in near total 
conversion of photonic to SPP energy over the length of the gold platelet (1 μm). Thus the 
SPP modes are continually fed from below as highly damped driven oscillations. 
We can speculate what the PE might look like in a case of very high conversion 
efficiency. The photonic mode would be consumed in a short distance by the ab mode, which 
rapidly decays since LSPP = 40 nm. Accordingly, the leading edge of the platelet would appear 
very bright. Without the underlying photonic mode, the gold’s surface would be dim save for 
very widely spaced fringes caused by interference between the incident laser and other fields. 
Namely diffracted light or the sb mode excited by the near fields of edge diffraction [24]. As 
in the image shown here, with all TM photonic energy transferred to a SPP there will be no 
interference fringes beyond the platelet, which is in contrast to the TE case. 
5. Conclusion 
We have shown in PEEM the direct observation of bound photonic modes in an ITO 
waveguide and the conversion of one photonic mode to a SPP mode on a thin gold platelet. 
The photonic modes guided by the ITO thin film are well described by infinite slab 
waveguide theory. SPP mode calculation is more complicated since the single-crystalline gold 
platelets produced by the chemical growth method are thin. The three-layer slab model 
predicts the existence of two bound SPP modes—the symmetric field mode sb and asymmetric 
field mode ab. To conserve momentum, photonic to SPP conversion occurs with highest 
likelihood between the TM1 mode of the waveguide and the ab SPP mode of the gold platelet. 
Because the propagation distance of the ab mode is short and SPP-enhanced emission is 
visible across the 1–μm platelet, we can conclude that the coupling efficiency between these 
two waves is low. We estimate a conversion efficiency of a few percent per ab propagation 
length of LSPP ~40 nm. This is sufficient to reduce the photonic mode by more than 90% 
within 1 μm. 
From this example we also conclude that energy transfer to SPP will probably be limited 
to the ab mode since neff of the sb mode is near unity. Experiments on sb mode coupling will 
continue to need other methods that satisfy momentum conservation, e.g., edge diffraction 
coupling, end-fire coupling, or grating coupling [37]. For practical applications it may appear 
that the short range ab mode is less useful than the long range sb mode, particularly for 
plasmonic waveguides. Nonetheless, the ab mode finds applications where high spatial 
confinement is required [55–57]. If needed, the range of the ab mode can be extended to 
several microns by use of red or near-IR excitation light. This spectral region is well within 
the range of two-photon PEEM when known techniques for altering work functions are 
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applied, as for example, cesium coatings [58]. The example presented here shows that a 
detailed experimental analysis of dynamic energy transfer in photonic/plasmonic hybrid 
systems can be obtained. The results are a further demonstration of PEEM’s promise as an 
experimental tool in this research area and for the development of integrated planar photonics. 
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